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An upbeat memoir to savor and admire, Still Alive! &#147; .Prostate surgeries and hysterectomies are not
immediately visible at memorial openings.crowd on the subject of us with every passing day. proves that
in your old age you can be going solid .), Still Alive! Charles de Gaulle once noticed. Not so, says Herb
Gold in this lively, often hilarious memoir of his initial seven decades. He's clearly enjoying every moment
to its fullest.the lifelong accumulation of dreams and reality&#151; This is a reserve about how period
overtakes us, how reminiscence, loss, hope, pain, achievement, failing&#151; and having fun! Combining
a fascinating selection of people, areas, and key events from a long life into the alembic of his ever-fertile
creativity, Gold has distilled gold from his uncanny ability to recall conversations, anecdotes, atmosphere,
and telling detail. By turns wickedly funny (&#147; .”) and touching (&#147;It’s harder to learn how
exactly to laugh alone.”Old age is a shipwreck,”, in this age of overheated memoirs, will certainly find its
way to a grateful target audience both young and youthful at heart.
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The nearly dead beatnik I've met Gold a few times. Ageing, not aged. I loved it! We understood some of
the same people. This reserve wonderfully removes some of the edges I usually thought Gold suffered. So
glad I bought it! It will be interesting to discover what my publication club must say. There's a great deal
of that here - not apologies, just, well, damn it. 'Should did it better. Past days revisited Just started Gold's
publication and discover myself reliving the crazy 60's of my much younger self. His respect for that
remarkable female shine forth on every web page. There is a big crowd, and folks marveled at his
amazing memory.Sometimes memoirs could be over memorialized. It is also a love story of extreme
power for his still beloved former wife, although they had been aside for over ten years before her loss of
life in 1991. Out of Gold, a Life-Affirming Gem Less a memoir when compared to a series of essays on
what it means to handle aging gracefully, this wonderful reserve is even more a self-portrait in the
pointillist design. He appeared in the Lakewood Library recently and looked great for a guy of 90+ years
Herbert Gold grew up in my own hometown of Lakewood, Ohio. He made an appearance at the
Lakewood Library recently and looked great for a guy of 90+ years. He looked ideal for a guy of 60 years!
Gold provides filtered out what isn't essential, has just included the reality of his life that are pertinent.
Therefore narcissistic. I wandered the same territory at about the same time in SAN FRANCISCO BAY
AREA. Then, getting old will do that in any case.! I actually enjoyed it tremendously. It was well written,
amusing, honest and sensitive. Bravo--fun reading , specifically for those of us more than 60! Sometimes
that transports the reader to that particular place between gifted writer of insight and we who've boarded
that teach of thought. He's old, but not by much.. from friendships at Colombia compared to that with
Saul Bellow - an amazing book from an amazing man. He's as attractive today as he was in his start of
composing and loving. A Must Browse for the Over 70 Crowd Herbert Gold presents an unvarnished
picture of getting outdated. He does this with great humor and honest assessment. He also looks back
with a renewed appreciation of a lifestyle worth living.' Ultimately, the publication is a comfortable
consider the condition written, as Gold often manages, in lucid prose. What fun. Like Gold's wry humor.
endless memoir Herbert Gold is usually iin love with words.! Sometimes it is way too many words, It isn't
consistent. I did not feel enveloped for the reason that blanket of love that Gold wraps around himself, his
past lifestyle and individuals who lived it with him. I became impatient and annoyed. It's invigorating to
learn how he spends his time now, always available to likelihood, but unwilling to compromise. That's
what that is. Four Stars A fun read. the seller. Herb Gold's book of reminiscences of his existence from
Cleveland to Colombia to Haiti and SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA; The seller was great. The publication
was less than great. The book is great. Coping with oldness and the irrelevance it brings to one's being
often means recasting everything you thought and do before you were outdated.
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